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Online evaluations are one of the most important innovations in tourism in recent years,
often combining a review/rating (business-specific evaluation) and a ranking (inter-
business comparison). As online reputation determines economic success, tourism
managers may be tempted to manipulate online content. This paper presents the
results from a qualitative study involving 20 hotel managers in southern Sweden, and
their perspectives on manipulation. Results confirm that there exists a wide range of
review manipulation strategies, many of which are difficult to control. Even though
only few managers appear to systematically manipulate, online evaluations represent
a significant challenge for businesses, as they introduce direct competition and foster
consumer judgement cultures. It is postulated that managers will increasingly find
themselves in a Prisoner’s dilemma, representing a situation where engaging in
manipulation is the most rational choice in an increasingly competitive market situation.
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Introduction

Online evaluations are now ubiquitous in tourism, including accommodation, restaurants,
attractions, or destinations, and are considered one of the most significant innovations in
tourism over the past decade (Gretzel, 2006; Xiang & Gretzel, 2010; Zhang, Ye, Law, &
Li, 2010). The availability of online reviews, ratings, and rankings of tourism businesses
has various implications, as ratings appear to increasingly inspire prospective guests to
research different aspects of their holiday and to base their decision-making on the opinions
of fellow travellers (Ayeh, 2015; Sparks, Perkins, & Buckley, 2011; Xiang & Gretzel,
2010). Online reviews influence consumer perceptions and choices, and also affect price
setting in businesses, inter-business and inter-destination competition, service innovation
and host motivation, and economic distribution patterns (Chaves, Gomes, & Pedron,
2012; Gössling & Lane, 2015; Jalilvand & Samiei, 2012; Noroozi & Fotouhi, 2010;
Yacouel & Fleischer, 2012; Zhang et al., 2010). To maintain positive online reputation is
consequently increasingly important. As an example, a study of hotels in Paris and
London suggested that a 1% increase in online customer review ratings increased sales
per room by more than 2.5% (Öğüt & Onur Taş, 2012; see also Yacouel & Fleischer, 2012).
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Yet, as they compete over reputation, not all businesses can be rated or ranked highest,
or collect the best online reviews. When businesses feel that their customer base is threa-
tened by online evaluations or when they seek to expand their customer base, response strat-
egies to control customer opinion have to be developed (Zhang & Vásquez, 2014). Such
control may take various forms, including not only improved services (Lacey, 2012;
Melián-González, Bulchand-Gidumal, & López-Valcárcel, 2013; Yacouel & Fleischer,
2012), but also manipulation (Banerjee & Chua, 2014a; Ott, Choi, Cardie, & Hancock,
2011; Yoo & Gretzel, 2009), that is, attempts to influence online reputation to attract cus-
tomers. As an example, ‘fake reviews’ have been identified as one form of manipulation
(Anderson & Simester, 2014; Filieri, 2015), and while assurances of content control are
omnipresent on platforms, there are indications that specific forms of manipulation, such
as review solicitation (TripAdvisor, 2014a), are difficult or impossible to control even
though they are usually illegal. Indeed, in October 2015 this issue came to the fore when
the serviced apartments chain Meriton was reported to have been offering customers indu-
cements to change mediocre ratings on the travel rating website TripAdvisor, who
responded by stating that they were investigating if fraud had been committed (Jabour,
2015). At the same time, international publicity was also given to Amazon filing a
lawsuit against over a thousand individuals who had provided fake reviews.

As the extent to which manipulation exists on tourism-related platforms, and in which
forms, has remained insufficiently understood, this paper seeks to address this research gap
with a focus on accommodation. Based on a qualitative study, its objective is to identify and
conceptualize the range of strategies employed by businesses to influence online repu-
tation, as a starting point for subsequent studies that may focus on the extent of manipu-
lation. As only management can reveal the manipulation strategies employed, research
addresses managers directly, seeking to understand how they deal with online consumer
opinion, and whether there are strategies to influence or manipulate Internet-based
reviews, rating, and rankings.

Literature review

Online evaluation

Over the past decade, online evaluations, that is, the opportunity for consumers to write
reviews on their experiences, have become ubiquitous. There now exist opportunities to
leave feedback both on specific platforms (e.g. accommodation reservations), and at sites
dedicated to the collection of reviews (a list of such platforms and their rating approaches
is provided in Appendix 1). As an example of the scale of the phenomenon, TripAdvisor,
one of the largest review platforms, claimed to have had 280 million unique monthly visi-
tors, drawing on 170 million reviews covering more than 4 million accommodation provi-
ders, restaurants, attractions, resorts, destinations, beaches, and islands as of February 2014
(TripAdvisor, 2014b).

Online evaluations as a form of customer feedback help businesses to improve their ser-
vices (Lacey, 2012; Yacouel & Fleischer, 2012). For instance, Melián-González et al.
(2013) found that early ratings of hotels are generally worse, improving over time. A poss-
ible explanation for this situation is that hoteliers and managers become aware of shortcom-
ings and guest expectations, and improve service quality as a result (see also Torres, Adler,
& Behnke, 2014). Given the importance of online reviews for decision-making, to control
online reputation and to improve services on the basis of guest feedback may no longer be
an option, but a necessity (Phillips, Zigan, Santos Silva, & Schegg, 2015). Given the avail-
ability and utilization of ratings and reviews, reputation management therefore appears to
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occupy a growing amount of time of managers and business owners, to improve customer
relations and brand attitude (Dijkmans, Kerkhof, & Beukeboom, 2015). The importance of
reputation management is also reflected in a growing body of literature on strategies to
improve online reputation, including, for instance, to ensure positive guest experiences
related to quality or service, atmosphere, or price fairness (Jeong & Jang, 2011, for restau-
rants); to engage in communication with customers and to timely respond to criticism
(O’Connor, 2010; Tsao, Hsieh, Shih, & Lin, 2015); to proactively consider reviews and
comments to improve service performance and special offers; and to become involved in
social media to increase online presence and build customer loyalty (Dijkmans et al.,
2015; O’Connor, 2010; Teehan & Tucker, 2010). There is also advice to be present on
various evaluation platforms (Phillips et al., 2015) and to amass large review numbers
(Tsao et al., 2015).

Implications of ratings for businesses

Even though these strategies help to improve performance, and even though Vermeulen and
Seegers (2009) argue that even negative reviews increase consumer awareness of hotels
with only a minor negative effect on consideration, any rating system necessarily generates
winners and losers, particularly if ratings are used to create rankings (Gössling & Lane,
2015). ‘Losers’ can potentially include not only all those businesses not mentioned at all
on online platforms, as these become less visible in certain markets, but also those
unable to compete with service performance or specific offers of the ‘champions’, and
the specific criteria used to conduct rankings. This process is complex because prospective
customers consider various elements of reviews, weighing positive and negative infor-
mation, hotel standard, as well as semiotic context (e.g. Limberger, Dos Anjos, de Souza
Meira, & dos Anjos, 2014; Vermeulen & Seegers, 2009; see also Filieri, 2015). Notably,
online comparison can also be based on predetermined criteria that may previously have
been less explicit, such as location indicated on city maps, while other criteria, such as
for instance environmental performance or corporate social responsibility, are less visible
or even disregarded.

Importance of online trustworthiness and credibility

In 2014, the case of a Blackpool (UK) hotel made global headlines when it fined two cus-
tomers £100 for a negative online review, as per the hotel’s terms and conditions (The Guar-
dian, 2014). The case illustrates that businesses do engage in strategies to control opinion.
While O’Connor (2010, p. 754) suggested that ‘belief that user-generated content sites have
been compromised by false reviews is unfounded’ and Yacouel and Fleischer (2012, p. 220)
argue that ‘ … unreliable reviews only rarely penetrate the OTAs’ [online travel agent] web-
sites’, other authors have implied that strategies to control and manipulate consumer-gen-
erated content are becoming increasingly prevalent (Wu, Greene, Smyth, & Cunningham,
2010). For example, there are several companies that have partnered with TripAdvisor to
sell products that would improve hotel properties rankings. These include Review Direct
produced by Market Metrix (Waite, 2013) and Revinate post-stay surveys (Murphy,
2014). Furthermore, some hotel companies enter into special partnerships with TripAdvisor
in order to increase the number of reviews collected, which is a significant determinant of
ranking. In December 2014 Shangri-la Hotels and Resorts reported that prior to the review
collection partnership with TripAdvisor, Shangri-La properties were averaging six reviews
each month. Since the partnership began in July 2013, the average number of reviews has
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increased 250% to 21 reviews per property per month. All together, the review collection
partnership had driven an average of 534 out of 1930 reviews per month. In addition, the
review form integration had provided reviews with a higher rating. Reviews collected in
partnership with TripAdvisor average a 4.56 rating out of 5, compared to an average
rating of 4.40 for reviews from other sources. Thanks to the increase in reviews and
ratings, five additional Shangri-La properties had jumped into the top 5% of their
market, leading to a significant increase in page views on TripAdvisor. Engagement for
Shangri-La properties on TripAdvisor jumped 52 percent, nearly double the average
growth for properties around the world (PATA, 2014).

Trust and credibility are key aspects of online evaluations, because trust, defined in the
context of this paper as the belief that online content is reliable, and credibility, that is, the
condition of being considered honest, are closely related to consumer choices (Casaló,
Flavián, Guinalíu, & Ekinci, 2015; Filieri, 2015). It is thus paramount for evaluation plat-
forms to ensure the reliability and validity of reviews, and there is evidence that platforms
deem it necessary to reaffirm customers that online content is credible. As an example, Tri-
pAdvisor (2014a,b) has posted a wide range of articles on the topic of fraud, highlighting
that reviews are screened to ensure that they are correctly posted and in compliance with
review guidelines, and reminding businesses that ‘Any attempts to mislead, influence or
impersonate a traveller is considered fraudulent, and is subject to penalties’ (TripAdvisor,
2014c, no page; see also Jabour, 2015). The platform admits, however, to be unable to fact-
check reviews (TripAdvisor, 2014c). Indeed, one of the significant differences between Tri-
pAdvisor and Expedia or Booking.com is that the latter are also reservation websites and
require for a customer to provide feedback to have reserved at least one night in a hotel.
This also links the review to a transaction, making the reviewer’s identity more verifiable.
In contrast, platforms such as TripAdvisor do not impose the same requirements, which
greatly lowers the cost of submitting fake reviews (Anderson & Simester, 2014). In their
study of the two websites, Mayzlin, Dover, and Chevalier (2014) found that the distribution
of reviews on TripAdvisor, therefore, contains more weight in both extreme tails. Yet, as
Sparks et al. (2013, p. 8) remark: ‘ … trust is a very important variable for both attitude for-
mation and purchase intention, so businesses need to be careful to ensure information about
their resort is perceived as trustworthy’.

Given this situation, the credibility of online content may be seen as an increasingly
important issue for both guests and businesses, also because holidays are comparably
expensive products that cannot be ‘tested’ before consumption (van Dierdonck, Gemmel,
& van Looy, 2013). Nielsen (2012) suggests that trust in online consumer reviews is as
yet still high, also because reviews are generally up to date (Gretzel & Yoo, 2008). Research
into trust and credibility shows that perceptions of online content are influenced by factors
including valence, informational content and presentation, and source credibility (Papatha-
nassis & Knolle, 2011; Phillips et al., 2015; Sparks & Browning, 2011). Sparks et al. (2013)
show, for an eco-resort, that online travel reviews constitute a form of persuasive communi-
cation, depending on content type, source, and certification logos. In this study, consumer-
generated content is generally perceived as trustworthier than manager-generated content,
and specific information is more persuasive than vague content. Perceptions of trustworthi-
ness should also depend on review platform, as anyone can assume a fake identity and reg-
ister reviews on for instance TripAdvisor, a much-trusted platform (Jeacle & Carter, 2011),
while, in comparison, only guests who have booked and paid for accommodation through
an online reservation site such as booking.com can leave reviews on these sites (Yacouel &
Fleischer, 2012). Yet, it can be assumed that few guests actually know how evaluation
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systems work, as these are based on unknown algorithms, weighing various indicators to
derive an overall rating.

Based on an understanding that manipulation does exist, (Yoo&Gretzel, 2009; Ott et al.,
2011), Banerjee and Chua (2014a) investigated whether linguistic cues can reveal if a review
is authentic ormanipulated.Banerjee andChua (2014a) indicate thatmanipulated reviews are
richer in pronouns, personal pronouns, verbs, adverbs, and prepositions, while authentic
reviews contained more nouns, adjectives, and articles. Manipulated reviews were also
more richly embellished with negative cues, perceptual words, and future tense compared
to authentic reviews. In another study, Banerjee and Chua (2014b) investigated the extent
to which readability, genre, and writing style predict review authenticity, concluding that
manipulated reviews are more imaginative, compared to genuine reviews that are generally
more informative. Mayzlin et al. (2014) examine the extent of fake reviews and the market
conditions that encourage or discourage promotional reviewing activity on Expedia and Tri-
padvisor,finding that the type of ownership ormanagement of a hotel, aswell as its location in
relation to other hotels, is an indicator of manipulation. They conclude that independent
hotels are more involved in manipulation than hotels with multi-unit owners or managers.
Mayzlin et al. (2014) also find that hotels with close competitors are more likely to have
more negative reviews on TripAdvisor (open to everyone to review) than on Expedia
(only customers can judge). This would indicate third-party involvement in negative
review activity, or posting of fake reviews by management.

Reports on manipulation have been widely circulated in the media (Filieri, 2015;
Jabour, 2015) and have been confirmed to exist in commercialized forms in the music (Del-
larocas, 2006) and book markets (Hu, Bose, Koh, & Liu, 2012). As one specific example,
online platform Fiverr (https://www.fiverr.com/), a platform for buying and selling minor
tasks, also has individuals offering to write reviews on platforms such as TripAdvisor
(Gani, 2015). The perceived need to compete in ratings and rankings, and the notion that
competitors already manipulate, may prompt businesses to engage in online review
manipulation. As no study has addressed this issue as yet from the perspective of managers,
that is, the only actors actually knowing the extent of manipulation of their own businesses,
this research seeks to directly engage with managers.

Method

The purpose of this paper is to discuss business perspectives on the importance of online
reputation, and the identification of strategies employed to control or manipulate opinion
with the objective to maintain or improve online opinion, ratings, and rankings. Despite
widespread focus on ‘manipulation’ in the scientific literature, the term appears to not
have been satisfactorily described, and is for the purpose of this paper defined as any
attempt to deliberately control or influence online reputation, either with regard to one’s
own business or that of a competitor.

To collect data on forms of manipulation, 20 semi-structured interviews were conducted
with accommodation managers/owners in southern Sweden, including businesses in the
Scania, Småland, and Kalmar counties. These regions were chosen out of convenience:
any survey needs to have a geographical locus, which in this case focused on businesses
that could be visited. Given the sensitivity of the research, face-to-face interviews were
deemed a necessity to increase the likelihood of honest answers and to reduce the likelihood
of evasive responses. Interviews were carried out from December 2014 to February 2015.
Respondents were recruited from a wide range of accommodation businesses, including
large chain hotels as well as small B&Bs (bed and breakfast), with a range of 9–320
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beds. These were chosen on the basis of a stratified sampling approach, intended to include
establishments of all sizes and standards. Managers/owners were first approached by tele-
phone, and interviews conducted face to face after a meeting had been arranged. None of
the contacted managers declined the request for an interview. Respondents were informed
in a general way about the purpose of the study (‘Internet/social media and guest percep-
tions’), and anonymity was assured.

Interviews were designed in a way to approach the more sensitive issue of manipulation
after several potentially less controversial questions, that is, the importance of social media
and reservation platforms for marketing, main problems experienced with these media, and
complaint management on the Internet, before moving on to manipulation of reviews by
others and online reputation management by the business itself. Where appropriate, respon-
dents were prompted to move from vague statements on manipulation strategies to more
explicit ones, and encouraged to reveal strategies to control online content. Notably,
most online reputation management strategies were apparently not perceived as unethical,
and managers appeared to be open about their activities. Omissions are nevertheless likely;
yet, they are not relevant in the sense that the purpose of this paper is to capture the range of
manipulation strategies, not to reliably assess the extent of these. All interviews were
recorded, and transcribed afterwards. Interviews lasted between 20 and 60 minutes.

Interview content was analysed using comparative analysis to derive key strategies of
manipulation. As the analysis revealed that strategies were linked to specific agents/
actors involved by management in manipulation, results were structured on the basis of
agents/actors, rather than themes or strategies. Agents/actors were found to include plat-
forms, staff, guests, ‘friends’, and ‘commercial raters’, the latter defined as companies or
individuals offering to improve a business’ rating or to damage the reputation of a compe-
titor. Results are structured to discuss how managers can manipulate each agent/actor with
the objective to influence online content, and illustrated in an overview (Figure 1).

The approach chosen for this research has two limitations: first of all, the sample is not
representative of accommodation management in Sweden or outside Sweden; and it is
unknown whether all strategies to manipulate online content have been revealed. Conse-
quently, responses are not necessarily representative of other countries, or broader hotel
manager/guest populations: as outlined by various authors, public expectations in Scandi-
navia are specifically high with regard to transparency, ethics, and sustainability (e.g. Falk-
enberg & Brunsael, 2011; Strand, 2009), and Sweden may be considered a more honest
country, ranked, for instance, as the fourth least corrupt country in the world (Transparency
International, 2014). Manipulation strategies as reported by Swedish accommodation man-
agers may thus provide a conservative picture of the more global situation. Likewise, it is
impossible to deduct from this research the extent of manipulation, in terms of the share of
manipulated reviews in total review numbers.

Results

There is general consensus amongmanagers/owners that evaluation systems are of enormous
importance for reservations. Virtually all businesses reported to have Internet or social media
representation, including their own or the chain’s homepage as well as a Facebook site, and
often also an Instagram site. Reservations are made through the hotels’ own website, and in
particular booking.com, hotels.com, expedia.com, as well as a range of other, smaller sites.
For customer relations, Facebook and TripAdvisor are mentioned as the most important plat-
forms. Amajority ofmostly small businesses’managers/owners were convinced of the credi-
bility of online reviews and trusted the system to work reliably, though a few managers were
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also sceptical. Most managers rejected notions of involvement in manipulation with a vehe-
mence; only few reported to regularly and actively manipulate ratings and reviews, though
with a perception to act within acceptable ethical boundaries. All businesses had in
common that they invested considerable amounts of time in reputation management. As
the standard procedure, managers/staff checked online reviews on respective platforms on
a daily basis, and to then reply – within 24 hours – to either negative or both negative and
positive reviews. This is not always a straightforward task, as managers need to consider
the effect of their answer on very different forms of guest feedback, which may refer to
issues as diverse as breakfasts, room temperature, or service encounters, containing praise,
critique, or sometimes damning opinion. Managers reported to always take responsibility
for things that had gonewrong in the perception of guests, and, where necessary, to apologize
and explain. When reviews were considered unjustified, made-up, or constituted personal
attacks, platform providers were contacted and asked for removal of the respective
comment. Such requests would sometimes be granted. Often, managers also sought to be
in touch with guests on the phone to apologize and explain in a personal exchange, and
perhaps offering some form of compensation. To prevent negative comments from being
published on the Internet, several hotels engaged in real-time guest satisfactionmanagement,
by asking whether the stay had been according to expectations (check-out) or by providing
printed questionnaires in rooms, hoping to identify unsatisfied guests early enough to prevent
negative emotions from being vented online. Respondents also suggested that they tried to
build stronger guests relations through social media sites, in particular Facebook.

Overall, interviews indicated a divide between large and chain-affiliated hotels and
smaller, family-owned hotels in smaller cities, the latter characterized by more personal ser-
vices, sparser presence on the Internet, and a higher share of returning guests. These hotels
appeared less engaged in reputation management than larger ones. However, even

Figure 1. Overview of manipulation strategies employed by management.
Source: Authors
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managers currently less focused on reputation management indicated that monitoring
online content was a major future priority. Even though a wariness of online reviews
was evident in interviews, all managers agreed that reviews helped improve services.
Several managers reported to regularly discuss online reviews with staff. Owners of
small businesses also reported, however, that guest comments at times were perceived as
harsh and unjustified, affecting them in personal ways, contributing to emotions of hurt,
sadness, irritation, or anger. All agreed that they preferred guests with complaints to
approach front staff or management directly, in which all would try solve the problem
and generally offer some form of compensation.

The most relevant platforms for managers are Booking.com and TripAdvisor. Booking.
com is increasingly important to generate reservations, and considered reliable, as only
guests who have paid and stayed at the hotel can write reviews. Yet, booking.com is also
considered an ambiguous platform, as it offers higher listings against payment and does
not allow managers to provide feedback on guest comments, which can be perceived as
unjustified or false. In comparison, TripAdvisor is important as prospective customers
use it as a reference base for decision-making. TripAdvisor allows feedback to reviews,
but it is considered less credible, as anyone opening an account can leave a review.

Overall, to control and manage online reputation, respondents reported to involve
various actors and strategies. Figure 1 provides an overview of these strategies, which
cover a subjective spectrum of ‘ethically acceptable’ to ‘ethically unacceptable’ forms of
manipulation. Strategies are discussed in more detail in the following sections.

Management: engaging agents and actors

Given the importance of reviews in attracting guests, managers are very aware of their
ratings and negative reviews, with hotels belonging to international chains having to
achieve minimum rating standards imposed by headquarters. For all managers, online repu-
tation has great importance, and all expressed that their business’ success is largely depend-
ing on online customer opinion: ‘Word-of-mouth used to be important, but now it is a few
key strikes [by a guest] and the whole world knows, positive or negative’ (Interview 3). For
this reason, most managers control online reputation on a daily and in some cases even on a
real-time basis: ‘I have an app in my phone, so wherever I am in the world, even when on
holiday, I can check, and I’ll get an alarm if reviews are bad’ (Interview 8). Most believed
that online reputation was reliable, also because it would be difficult to provide a product/
service that differs from the online image: ‘It would be very difficult if we bought [opinion]
saying this is a five star, and then people come here and it’s a four star. They’d be angry’
(Interview 4). Managers also acknowledged the great power over reputation gained by cus-
tomers, and the vulnerabilities this incurs: ‘Another business in town… they got two
reviews on TripAdvisor during one year, one of them “Welcome to old east Germany”,
which is not much fun to have. And they never got rid of it’ (Interview 8). The quote
also reveals awareness of competitors’ ratings.

While most businesses stated they had never considered influencing opinion, either
their own or others, managers acknowledged that influencing opinion was possible:

I can write a TripAdvisor review about my own business, that’s not difficult [… ] All I need is
an alias which is another one than they know, and everyone has different mail addresses, I don’t
need to use my job’s email, I can send it from my private address [… ] and my wife can write
another one, that’s not difficult. And if there are only a few reviews, this will have a consider-
able impact. (Interview 8)
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None of the respondents admitted to have engaged in negative reviews of competitors, yet it
was acknowledged that such developments could not be ruled out:

Manager: ‘So just when we had published our new website [Facebook], someone gave us one
star – before we had even opened [the new restaurant]! So we were thinking:
“What the hell, we have not even opened yet…”’

Interviewer:‘Could you see who posted this?’
Manager: ‘Yes, we could see who did this, we saw this.’
Interviewer:‘And was it a competitor?’
Manager: ‘Yes, it was. And it was not really a smart move…’ (Interview 20)

Overall, most managers rejected notions of active manipulation, emphasizing the need to be
honest and trustworthy. However, pressure to manipulate may be increasing: ‘We have
demands from the board. Tripadvisor, we are supposed to, like “Oh, you have dropped
on TripAdvisor, that’s your mistake”. That’s when you think, “Should I write one
myself?”’ (Interview 1).

Platforms – crucial agents in online opinion

Partnering up with reservation platforms has become a precondition to remain competitive
for all businesses. Most endorsed these forms of co-operation, even though businesses also
expressed that this implied a higher degree of vulnerability: ‘Booking[.com] is a Trojan
horse. They have found a way in, and now they are taking larger and larger shares of reser-
vations’ (Interview 17). As businesses often receive most of their reservations through this
platform, reputation management becomes increasingly important. Specifically in the case
of booking.com, this is difficult, however, as the platform does not allow managers to
respond to guest reviews (situation as of February 2015). In the perception of managers,
the platform simultaneously encourages a critical review culture, reminding guests three
times, by email, to write reviews, and prompting both negative and positive experiences.
This affects reviews: ‘ … in summer [when most guests arrive via booking.com] we get
most [negative] comments and complaints’ (Interview 18). The combination of having to
offer the cheapest price while at the same time being confronted with particularly critical
consumers is thus considered a specific problem with booking.com: ‘And it feels as if
everything is just about price, these sites are just price-steered, you have to be cheap…
they want a lowest price guarantee from us, so that they always get our lowest prices’ (Inter-
view 16). In the long run, this has consequences for the market, as whoever cannot compete
will lose: ‘ … the bad ones will disappear, they will end up at the bottom [of ratings], they
will be blown away’ (Interview 17).

Virtually all respondents also remarked that booking.com offered a higher position in
the listings and a recommendation, a ‘thumb up’ sign, against a higher commission. In
the perception of managers this constituted a form of manipulation, as listing positions
and recommendations were unrelated to service standards: ‘And that’s what I really
despise, we are supposed to be honest, it shouldn’t be possible to buy advantages, in my
opinion’ (Interview 10). At the same time, booking.com was seen as a major factor in com-
petition, eating up profit margins: ‘In the larger cities, they pay horrible commissions, in
Stockholm there are hotels that pay 30% commission for being listed on top. Which is
crazy, giving away 30%, and that’s not from your profit, that’s from overall turnover!’
(Interview 8). Yet, several managers reported to have opted for a higher payment against
high listing in order to remain competitive.
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Staff – risk and opportunity

Reviews are as yet primarily seen as a resource to improve service quality, as a form of
‘objective’ third-party feedback that can be discussed with staff. Virtually all managers
used guest comments for service management, even though it was acknowledged that
review content had to be used in responsible ways:

When we have a staff meeting, we use the first 45 minutes to go through guest reviews from
various sites. [… ] Selected ones will be shown to staff, but not those that are personal attacks
[… ] some are pure personal attacks. (Interview 1)

Most hotels reported not to influence staff to write reviews or engage in Facebook sites,
even though managers noted whether staff had ‘liked’ Facebook sites or posts. Some
hotels also saw staff as an ‘online’ resource, and implicitly or explicitly encouraged
them to engage in social media on behalf of the hotel. This may include their respective
‘friends’’ networks [Facebook]: ‘We encourage them to like and share, and to invite to
events. [… ] you cannot force your staff to do this, but I checked and everyone has
‘liked’ our [Facebook] site’ (Interview 16). At least two employers also encouraged staff
to contribute personal content to the hotel’s website, such as private photographs. Staff
engagement reward systems may exist, as in the case of one hotel belonging to a chain,
which informed staff in advance about upcoming ‘50% discount’ offers, encouraging
them to also send the link to friends. In contrast to these approaches, one manager also out-
lined that staff are a potential risk:

… I mean, obviously we explain the importance of being visible and reaching out to as many
people as possible, and then is it up to each and everyone to decide if they want to like new
posts and share with their friends. [… ] though it is important for them to understand to absol-
utely never ever write anything negative about their employer. (Interview 20)

This indicates that there is a wide range of approaches to the involvement of staff into the
generation of Facebook content, depending on the relationship staff has with management
or its workplace. Management also uses social media as a means of team building, and as a
form of outward communication of the existence of a well-functioning team: ‘The best
approach is to be an attractive and nice workplace, and if you like your job, you’ll write
positively about it’ (Interview 8).

With regard to review platforms such as TripAdvisor or Expedia, managers indicated that
encouraging staff towrite reviews could ‘gowrong’, either because thiswas seen as unethical
behaviour or because it would be too obvious that the reviewer was employed at the hotel.
Consequently, no manager reported to have asked staff to review the hotel or to badmouth
a competitor. Yet, in at least one case, future involvement of staff was considered:

Manager: ‘So far I have not encouraged staff to rate us positively on TripAdvisor’
Interviewer:‘“So far”?’
Manager: ‘It may happen. There are many who do, as far as I understand. And many are found

out. There was one hotel in Italy, which was… , yes, TripAdvisor banned them. So
there is a risk with this’

Interviewer:‘To be removed from TripAdvisor or to cheat?’
Manager: ‘Both. And both customers and we would lose if we cheated, because then we are no

longer part of this [TripAdvisor] and they [the customers] will not know if we are good
or bad, really. So it would be best if nobody cheated. But I don’t think that’s where we
are today.’ (Interview 1)
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Guests – key actors and management focus

Guests are generally understood as the most powerful agents with regard to business repu-
tation: ‘If guests wish us ill, they can sink this hotel in a week. So this is a sort of terrorism
that has reached our branch’ (Interview 2). The main focus of reputation management was
consequently on guests. Even though managers reported that most guests were generally
satisfied, hotels also faced regular complaints. Ideally, from the perspective of managers,
discontent guests should approach hotel staff on site, as this would allow managers to
deal directly with problems: ‘I’d prefer if they took this first with the hotel so that we
can do something about it, that would be acting in the right way’ (Interview 6). Managers
partially expressed considerable frustration over guests who would not approach front staff:
‘They sit in their room and write a bad review rather than to come down to the reception,
and I can think that’s wrong’ (Interview 3). Where guests approached management directly,
in particular chain hotels had a policy to offer compensation, including discounts on the stay
(up to 100%), a free future stay, bonus points, a free dinner, or small gifts to departing
guests. However, according to managers, most guests preferred to provide feedback
online after their stay, possibly also as a result of subsequent requests by reservation plat-
forms to judge accommodation.

More generally, managers distinguished three different kinds of guest complaints, (i)
legitimate complaints, due to mistakes made by the hotel or issues related to service
quality; (ii) illegitimate complaints referring to what hoteliers perceive as force majeure,
outside their sphere of influence, or ‘made-up’ issues; and (iii) corrupt complaints, that
is, guests threatening to write negative reviews based on either legitimate or illegitimate
complaints to gain upgrades, free services, or financial ‘compensation’ including discounts:
‘Some [reviews] are just lies to get some form of compensation, and some [guests] threaten
to write [negative] reviews to get compensation. [… ] some want money, others free nights’
(Interview 1). This latter type of complaint had been encountered by about half of the
respondents, particularly the management of larger hotels: ‘Yes, it has happened that we
have been threatened, if we don’t this or that, they’ll write a nasty review’ (Interview
20). Yet, ‘The dangerous guest is the one that never says anything, and then writes a
nasty review’ (Interview 20). To pre-empt this, one manager had put up signs, asking
guests to be in touch should anything not be as expected, while others distributed evaluation
forms in rooms, or tasked front staff to ask guests whether they had been satisfied.

Where guests do not take up problems directly with staff, preferring to write negative
comments, this partially resulted in considerable irritation:

I know one guest, they stayed here for a few days, very nice people, we talked a lot with them
[… ] really nice people, and then [upon returning home] they wrote a really nasty comment. I
think that was such a bad behaviour; they could have talked to me when they were here… This
was awful. (Interview 15)

All managers were also aware that they had to swallow critique, justified or not: ‘Everything
we can answer, we answer, and always with the idea not to end up in a sandbox, throwing
sand at each other. So that’s always us taking full responsibility and apologizing’ (Interview
3). A general rule is thus to always take guests seriously and to post friendly, understanding
replies. Often, managers also tried to reach out to guests, with the goal to turn opinion, and
to implicitly or explicitly encourage guests to remove negative reviews. To achieve this,
several managers reported to offer various forms of compensation, such as a free night, a
free dinner at the hotel, an upgrade, a discount (up to 100%), but also cash. Others sent
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small gifts (a flower check or a gift card) to unsatisfied guests, encouraging them to come
back.

While most managers reported not to interfere with guest opinion at all, some managers
reported to encourage satisfied guests to write reviews: ‘If someone has been very satisfied
and says many positive things, it can happen that you say, like, oh, it would be great if you
could write this on the Internet!’ (Interview 9). Some approached all guests, that is, not dis-
criminating between more or less satisfied customers: ‘We send out emails after their visit,
and ask them to write something on TripAdvisor’ (Interview 11). Others approached guests
with a small gift: ‘we put a small chocolate on the pillow together with a note that
encourages them to review us’ (Interview 8), or sought to reward ‘likes’ on Facebook:
‘Check in and like us on Facebook, and you’ll get a bag of sweets’ (Interview 9). As
one manager pointed out, encouraging as many guests as possible is important, because
‘the more people judge us, the better the outcome on average, because guests are more
likely to post reviews when something is bad than when something is good’ (Interview 8).

In particular smaller and family-owned hotels did not seem to think approaching guests
was appropriate: ‘No, I don’t think [we should influence guests]. Thenwe start on a dangerous
pathway. It’s like buying higher ratings. That would be a development that is bad for the sector
in the long run’ (Interview 17). As outlined by another manager, improving ratings may also
have consequences: ‘if somebody writes… that we have super modern, nice, flashy rooms,
and then other guests come here and wonder if this is the hotel that was reviewed. Then
they understand it’s not true, and then that would be very negative’ (Interview 6).

‘Friends’ – engaging social networks

‘Friends’ may include real-life friends, or other ties such as acquainted significant people
(actors, singers, athletes, chefs, or other celebrities) who can help market the hotel. To
arrange special events involving such ties was a strategy of, in particular, smaller upscale
hotels. Bloggers were also mentioned in a number of interviews as important links to
reach out to potential customers: ‘We have a partner-hotel, and they invite bloggers, like,
‘bring along your family’, and hopefully they’ll get out some positive review’ (Interview
14). Another manager suggested to upgrade rooms booked by bloggers:

[… ] and you do a websearch for [the hotel’s name] and all of a sudden you find this blog guru
who has stayed here, hell! And if they say they will come to [city], we’ll VIP the room, [… ] an
upgrade [for free] to be on the safe side. (Interview 1)

With regard to real-life friends, only one manager reported to involve friends actively:

Manager: ‘I have urged friends to review us, if they have been here, even if they think it’s
nothing special, they will rate us 10. [… ] They wouldn’t rate us 4 – they’d no
longer be my friends… [laughs] And they’d not get discounted prices…’

Interviewer:‘And that’s not cheating? That they give better ratings than they really feel is
appropriate?’

Manager: ‘No, that’s not cheating, though really… , no, that’s not cheating, but it’s easy to cheat
…’ (Interview 1)

‘Commercial raters’ – do they exist?

The term ‘commercial raters’ refers to individuals or companies manipulating ratings
against payment, which have been reported to exist in other branches such as the music
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industry (Dellarocas, 2006). None of the managers reported being formally contacted by
‘commercial raters’: ‘[… ] 3-4 years ago, we had someone calling me and offering to
write, in exchange for staying free of charge, ‘if I can stay for free, I can badmouth your
competition’.…But I don’t think that’s a normal thing in Sweden, perhaps in other
countries, we are too nice in Sweden’ (Interview 8). The manager also reported to have
declined the offer. Yet, as suggested by another manager:

Bloggers are increasingly in touch.… thinking they can drive around and stay for free with
their families in exchange for writing something positive about the hotel.… To this I say cat-
egorically no, though to give them a good price or to invite them to free extra beds [for the
children], that’s OK to offer. (Interview 2)

Notably, in the cases mentioned, the initiative for manipulation came from outside, and in
all cases, managers declined. Sweden may thus as yet be more characterized by structures of
co-operation than competition, and badmouthing competitors is considered unviable: ‘[… ]
you don’t have advantages because someone else is worse off.…No, there is no reason to
badmouth others’ (Interview 12).

Figure 1 conceptualizes these findings, showing that a wide range of manipulation strat-
egies were identified: Managers may seek to influence platforms directly, or involve staff,
guests, ‘friends’, or engage commercial raters. Attempts to control online reputation were
classified as more or less ethical, with a gradient implied between an ad hoc range of ‘accep-
table’ and ‘unacceptable’ forms of manipulation. Notably, while platforms have posted rules
as to which ‘fraud’ rules apply, there is so far no academic consensus as to what would con-
stitute ‘fraud’ or unethical strategies. As an example, to ask an enthusiastic guest to write a
review may be considered a self-evident approach of improving one’s online reputation by
managers. ‘Fake reviews’ (Filieri, 2015), on the other hand, are seen as ethically unaccepta-
ble. This graduation with respect to ethical positions is considered in Figure 1, that is, repre-
senting a subjective viewpoint that is further discussed in the following sections.

Discussion

This research has addressed managers’ perceptions of ratings and reviews and their objec-
tivity, as well as the importance of reviews for business success. It also revealed strategies to
manipulate reviews. Results confirm that electronic word-of-mouth communications and
consumer-generated content now have huge importance for businesses (cf. Goldsmith,
Litvin, & Pan, 2008), and they also show that there exist many strategies to influence
online reputation, in a perceived spectrum of ethically acceptable to unacceptable, and
that many of these strategies are difficult or even impossible to control by platforms.
This is because even though reviews on platforms such as booking.com can only be
posted by guests who have stayed at the hotel, there exist many opportunities for manage-
ment to influence guest opinion during the stay. Moreover, management may seek to create
opinion through various other channels, including ‘open’ review platforms such as TripAd-
visor, or own sites (Facebook) where content can be better controlled. In contrast, platforms
seem to engage in various efforts to ensure the credibility of reviews, but as underlined by
Liu and Park’s (2015) research on perceived usefulness of online reviews, future manipu-
lation could employ even more subtle strategies, such as to build up (false) identities to gain
high reviewer reputation, using specific language, engaging in longer, readable reviews, and
by asking others (potentially equally fake identities) to vote reviews ‘useful’. Yet, though
possibilities to manipulate online reputation are manifold, the scale of such manipulation
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appears very limited in this Swedish study and, in particular, evidence of ethically unaccep-
table forms of manipulation – badmouthing competitors or false postings and reviews –was
limited. This may reflect particularly strong business ethics in Scandinavia (cf. Falkenberg
& Brunsael, 2011; Strand, 2009).

Manipulation strategies as currently employed by managers in southern Sweden can be
compared to definitions of ‘fraud’ by platforms. TripAdvisor (2014a: no page), for instance,
published complex guidelines in December 2014 (Box 1), to define what is considered
‘fraud’. The list indicates that virtually all manipulation strategies reported by management
in this study are ethically unacceptable from TripAdvisor’s viewpoint. TripAdvisor’s view
on fraud is consequently at odds with the perceptions of a share of managers to influence
opinion within ethically acceptable boundaries. This also concerns recommendations in
the scientific literature, with for instance Sparks et al. (2013, p. 8) suggesting that in
order to enhance trust: ‘ … a business could encourage satisfied guests to post comments
about their stay and ask them to highlight specific examples of what they liked, including
any information about sustainable or socially responsible practices’. This would be in con-
tradiction to TripAdvisor’s view that businesses do not solicit reviews selectively, though it
may not necessarily be in breach of fraud definitions of other platforms. At the same time, in
the perception of managers, it is not only the businesses that act manipulative: Platforms, in
their view, encourage dishonesty, because their sole purpose is to maximize yield, as exem-
plified by booking.com and the platform’s policy to provide top rankings or recommen-
dations against payment.

Box 1: TripAdvisor on fraud.

TripAdvisor is committed to ensuring the integrity of the content it collects and provides to its global
community of travellers and businesses. Any attempt to mislead, influence, or impersonate a
traveller is considered fraudulent, and is subject to penalties. This may include but is not limited to:

- Attempts by an owner or agent of a property to boost the reputation of a business by:

. Writing a review for their own business, or for any property the reviewing party owns,
manages, or has a financial interest in.

. Utilizing any optimization company, marketing organization, or third party to submit reviews.

. Impersonating a competitor or a guest.

. Offering incentives in exchange for reviews, including discounts, upgrades, or any special
treatment.

. Asking friends or relatives to write positive reviews.

. Submitting reviews on behalf of guests.

. Copying comment cards and submitting them as traveller reviews.

. Selectively soliciting reviews (by email, surveys, or any other means) only from guests who
have had a positive experience.

. Pressuring travellers to remove a negative review on TripAdvisor.

. Asking guests to remove their reviews in return for a discount or incentive.

. Prohibiting or discouraging guests from posting negative or critical reviews of their experience

- Attempts to damage competitors by submitting a negative review

. Owners and agents of owners should NOTwrite reviews of direct competitors, even if they are
relaying a genuine experience.

(TripAdvisor, 2014a).
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Generally speaking, platforms potentially foster competition in at least three different
ways, that is, (i) the introduction of rating comparability, which distinguishes winners
and losers; (ii) by introducing direct price comparability; and (iii) by fostering critical con-
sumer judgement cultures. All of these are likely to have repercussions for business and
consumer ethics, and, ultimately, manipulation. With regard to leaders and laggards of
online reputation (winners and losers), reviews and ratings began, less then 10 years ago,
as a process encouraging businesses to improve service quality. However, this appears to
subsequently have turned into a question of survival for many accommodation establish-
ments, as only the highest ranked businesses may see growth in bed nights. It can be
assumed that a share of these arrivals is recruited from businesses not rated or reviewed,
that is, not represented by platforms, or negatively reviewed. At the same time, direct
price comparability is likely to force many businesses to adjust prices downward, while
businesses also have to pay commissions of 20% and higher to reservation platforms.
This reduces overall turnover, while it has potentially increased the share of money paid
for advertisement. In summary, there is thus a concentration process in terms of money
flows, in which a share of businesses will loose, and including both the accommodation
market and associated branches such as travel agents or marketing agencies. As an
outcome of this process, businesses may increasingly feel threatened by these new
market forces, with some managers of chain hotels already facing demands to achieve
minimum ratings, and manipulation may, in the longer run, not only be seen as an oppor-
tunity, but also as a necessity to survive.

From a theoretical viewpoint, this situation may be seen as a Prisoner’s dilemma (Rapo-
port & Chammah, 1965), that is, a situation in which different parties have two options
whose outcome depends on the simultaneous choice made by the other. A variant of the
Prisoner’s dilemma can be applied to the situation of accommodation managers: clearly,
they would profit most from cooperation (all being strictly honest), but individual dishonest
parties will be better off if other parties act honestly. Paradoxically, the ‘reward’ for cheating
would be specifically high for an individual business if all other competitors decided to be
honest. As players in this version of a non-cooperative game do not know how others will
decide, but have to assume that at least individual players will choose to cheat, the rational
choice for any business would be to also cheat: This perspective is already evident among
some of the managers interviewed for this research. In the case of review manipulation, a
rational choice would then be to engage in forms of manipulation that are difficult to detect
or prove, such as to encourage satisfied guests to write reviews. Notably, even though cheat-
ing as a form of non-cooperative behaviour is likely to yield only short-term advantages
(e.g. Axelrod, 1984), players in the manipulation game may not be aware of longer term
implications of cheating.

An equally important outcome of this study is that rating systems affect consumer
culture, as they encourage critical cultures or what might rather be termed a ‘judgement
culture’, both empowering customers and also encouraging overly critical guests, allow-
ing for, and even demanding judgement: to evaluate is no longer a choice rather than a
consumer obligation (Johnson, Matear, & Thomson, 2011). This phenomenon has been
described in a more general context as ‘Übertribunalisierung’ (German philosopher
Odo Marquard, 1981), with evidence that consumers increasingly understand and use
their power over reputation (McQuilken & Robertson, 2011). This is also evidenced in
platforms’ reactions. TripAdvisor asks, for instance, ‘As a business representative, how
can I report that a guest threatened me with a bad review?’ (TripAdvisor, 2014c),
suggesting that incidents of guests demanding service additions on the basis of a
threat are becoming more prevalent. This could also be an indication that guests are
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increasingly aware of their power over business reputation, and the relevance of positive/
negative reviews for business success. Managers’ views of the future are thus somewhat
sceptical:

I think I see that guests are, how should I put it, more intolerant? [… ] the climate has become
tougher, even though that may be true for society more generally. [… ] People increasingly
take things for granted. And of course, it’s a kind of fight, there are many to share the cake
[… ] and nothing is secret any more, [… ] and so there are more and more demands, guests
become more demanding. (Interview 10)

In terms of management implications, it seems clear that platforms may foster processes
of competition with potentially detrimental outcomes: While high service quality is in
the interest of consumers and businesses, competition on the basis of price alone, or
the fostering of judgement consumer cultures clearly is not. More cooperative forms
of tourism may consequently be needed to reduce the risk of manipulation among
businesses.

Conclusions

This study has investigated aspects of manipulation from the viewpoint of managers.
Results confirm the significance of online reviews and ratings for business success, and
indicate that concerns over online reputation have become a major force for product
improvement and focus on hospitality and service management. However, reviews and
ratings have also been revealed as a source of frustration and suspicion, and they have intro-
duced competitive structures as a result of direct comparison and struggles for top ratings
and listings. Importantly, results also show that opportunities for customers to rate and
review, and growing awareness of the importance of consumer-generated content for
business success have initiated changes in consumer culture due to the encouragement of
judgement. In these emerging consumer judgement cultures, evaluating a business
becomes a consumer responsibility.

With regard to manipulation, results indicate that many businesses find themselves at a
crossroads, aware of the growing importance of online reputation, wary of the power of
guests to judge service quality and to decide over the fate of businesses, as well as
longer term concerns about the credibility of reviews. This research has thus argued that
businesses are increasingly caught up in a Prisoner’s dilemma, where engaging in manipu-
lation is the most rational choice. Even though many manipulation strategies were ident-
ified, virtually all of which are in breach of ethics codes as published by TripAdvisor,
there is only limited evidence of systemic manipulation in this study of hotels in southern
Sweden. Yet, in the future, pressures on businesses to engage in dishonest practices may
increase, as there is already evidence of winners and losers, and a growing share of
income lost to reservation platforms.

As the study is qualitative, seeking to conceptualize strategies of manipulation, further
studies are needed to verify results and to better understand differences in manipulation
activities based on subsector (e.g. accommodation, transport, and restaurant), geography
(country/cultural context), location (rural/urban), as well as with regard to relative levels
of competition, or customer types. Research may also address the extent of manipulation,
and how emerging judgement cultures are perceived from the viewpoint of guests, that is,
whether guests are becoming increasingly aware of their power over reputation, and
whether they handle this power responsibly.
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Appendix 1. Overview evaluation systems accommodation.

Platform Who reviews?
Evaluation
system Aspects evaluated

Booking Guests after stay 1–10 scale,
open text

Cleanliness, comfort, location
facilities, staff, value for money

TripAdvisora Open to anyone after
registration

1–5 scale, open
text

Service, standard, sleep quality,
cleanliness, location, room,
swimming pool, spa, food,
atmosphere

Travelocitya Open to anyone after
registration

Uses
TripAdvisor
rating

We8thereb Open to anyone after
registration

1–5 scale, open
text

Cleanliness, service, value for
money, rooms, food,
atmosphere

Expediaa Guests after stay 1–5 scale, open
text

Cleaning, service and staff, room
comfort

HolidayChecka Open to anyone after
registration

1–6 scale Hotels, room, service, location,
gastronomy, sport and leisure

Hotels Guests after stay 1–5 scale, open
text

Cleanliness, service, comfort,
location

Venere Guests after stay 1–10 scale,
open text

Location, noise, space, service

Yahoo travela Open to anyone after
registration

1–5 scale, open
text

Room quality, cleanliness,
activities, dining, pool, staff
and service, bed comfort, value
for money, fitness facilities,
location, security and safety

Travela Open to anyone after
registration

1–5 scale, open
text

Cleanliness, facilities, service,
location, price

Hostelz Open to anyone;
combination of own and
other sites’ reviews

1–5 scale, open
text

Cleanliness, staff, location,
atmosphere, security

Hostelworld Guests after stay 1–100% scale,
open text

Value for money, staff,
facilities, security,
atmosphere, location,
cleanliness

Yelpa Open to anyone after
registration

1–5 scale, open
text

Restaurants, shopping, nightlife,
pubs

aHotels as well as other aspects of tourism.
bRestaurants and accommodation.
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